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WAS JESUS A SOCIALIST?
Find out, at the liberty hall lectures

Saturday, December 14th at 10:00am

It’s free • It’s timely • It’s the perfect topic for Christmas!

Join us for the kick off of the Liberty Hall Lecture series as Lawrence W. Reed tackles the myths

of socialism in his new book "Was Jesus A Socialist?"

AT LIBERTY HALL IN OGDEN
3677 N. Hwy 126, Farr West, Utah 84404

guest lecturer Lawrence reed 

Lawrence W. Reed's classic essay 'Was Jesus a Socialist?' will

soon be released as an insightful book on the subject of

free markets vs socialism.
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Join us for the  kick off the Loving Liberty 

Lectures series as Lawrence W. Reed 

answeres this provocative question. Reed 

tackles head-on a persistent myth that has 

stymied individual freedom in many parts 

of the world. That myth takes many forms 

but reduces to this: “You can’t be for 

capitalism or free markets and be a 

follower of Jesus at the same time; Jesus, 

after all, was a socialist or would at least 

be supportive of policies that redistribute 

income through government.”

Lawrence W. (“Larry”) Reed served as president of FEE from 2008-2019. A 
champion for liberty, Reed has authored over 1,000 newspaper, magazine, and 
journal articles. His writings have appeared in The Wall Street Journal, Christian 
Science Monitor, USA Today, among many others. He has authored or 
coauthored eight books.

He is frequently interviewed on radio talk shows and has appeared on numerous 
television programs, including those anchored by Judge Andrew Napolitano and 
John Stossel. Reed hosts his own show, the Reed Hour, every Tuesday on the 
Loving Liberty Radio Network. 

Reed has delivered at least 75 speeches annually in the past 30 years in every 
state and in dozens of countries from Bulgaria to China to Bolivia. His best-
known lectures include “Seven Principles of Sound Policy” and “Great Myths of 
the Great Depression,” both of which have been translated into more than a 
dozen languages and distributed worldwide.
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